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COMMENTS ON “180 YEARS OF ATMOSPHERIC CO2 GAS
ANALYSIS BY CHEMICAL METHODS”
Energy & Environment, Vol. 18(2), 2007
REPLY FROM THE AUTHOR
My paper assesses >90,000 chemical measurements of atmospheric CO2 carried out
between 1812 and 1961. It shows many of those measurements were of high quality
and indicated levels much higher than 280 ppmv. It could have been anticipated that
this finding would be challenged because it is often claimed (e.g. by IPPC) that stable
pre-industrial level of 280 ppmv then existed.
RESPONSE TO R F KEELING
R. F. Keeling (RFK) disputes the validity of the measurement results I reported
because those results ignore
“what is now known as the atmospheric “background”, i.e. the bulk of the
atmosphere remote from the land surface in which levels of CO2 are quite
constant.”
that was “discovered” by Charles D. Keeling (CDK).
But there is no evidence of such a “background”. CDK discovered the so called
“background” at special local environments—mainly in western USA—identical to
those of the historical scientists my paper presents: greenland, forest, snow covered
mountains and so on and his measurement frequency was low, unsteady and mainly
near ground (e.g. 1–2 m) [CDK 1958/61, see below].
The only support for the existence of the “background” RFK provides is a quotation
of CDK that says of his measurements at Mauna Loa;
“The author is inclined to believe that this small variation is characteristic of
a large portion of the earth’s atmosphere.”
This clearly states that CDK decided the “background” because of what he was
“inclined to believe”. An “inclination to believe” is a personal opinion and not a
scientific argument.
However, CDK demonstrated he was sincere in his opinion because some of his
own studies were among those he “discredited”.
On the basis of CDK’s opinion, RFK says of the measurements I reviewed;
“There is clearly no basis for assuming that meaningful background trends can
be extracted by averaging these data over 11-year intervals, as Beck has done.”
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However, the 11-year average of the concentration in a locality is more likely to
provide an indication of typical concentration in that locality than an assumption of a
poorly-defined ‘back-ground level’.
RFK’s other comments are ‘argument by assertion’ that derive from CDK’s
opinion. For example, RFK writes;
“As Keeling already grasped in 1957, the earlier chemical measurements
exhibit far too much geographic and short-term temporal variability to
plausibly reflect the variations in background CO2 levels. Instead, their
variability must be attributed to “local or regional” factors or poor
measurement practice.”
This assertion is false because the variability could be attributed to that and CDK
made that attribution because that was what he was “inclined to believe”. Such a
“belief” is not a reason to decide “their variability must be attributed to “local or
regional” factors or poor measurement practice”.
RFK asserts CDK was encouraged to be “inclined to believe” in the ‘background
level’ because;
“Background CO2 levels were also shown to be rising systematically year by
year, a change that was clearly tied to the large quantities of CO2 emitted each
year by fossil-fuel burning.”(Keeling, 1958)
This assertion is a repeat of an assumption of CDK that I clearly state in the first
two sentences of the ‘Discussion and Conclusions’ of my paper.
Importantly, it is a circular argument to assert that
1)

a reason for discarding ‘high’ previous measurement results was that “Background
CO2 levels were ... rising systematically year by year, a change that was clearly
tied to the large quantities of CO2 emitted each year by fossil-fuel burning.”

and then to claim
2)

the absence of ‘high’ previous measurement results indicates the subsequent rise
of background CO2 levels is tied to emissions of CO2 from fossil-fuel burning.

Also importantly, if the concept of the measurement of a background level is
accepted, then RFK should have recognised that at least four important sites
mentioned in my paper (Schulze, Baltic Sea, 1864, Lundegard, Baltic Sea 1920–1926,
Kreutz, Giessen, 1939–41, Hock/Scholander Point Barrow, 1947/48) fulfil the
requirement.
RFK states:
“It should be added that Beck’s analysis also runs afoul of a basic accounting
problem. Beck’s 11–year averages show large swings, including an increase
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from 310 to 420 ppm between 1920 and 1945 (Beck’s Figure 11). To drive an
increase of this magnitude globally requires the release of 233 billion metric
tons of C to the atmosphere. The amount is equivalent to more than a third of
all the carbon contained in land plants globally. Other CO2 swings noted by
Beck require similarly large releases or uptakes. To make a credible case, Beck
would have needed to offer evidence for losses or gains of carbon of this
magnitude from somewhere. He offered none.”
The criticism that my paper presents no evidence for loss of gains of carbon makes
sense, but this was not the subject of the paper: it is restricted to quality assessments
of the selection of old data.
It is surprising, that the old data suggest a variability of the sizes mentioned. If,
however, the base line over the period 1800 to 1950 was at a higher level than the
generally assumed pre-industrial level of 280 ppm, then the swings reduce. There
seem to be many aspects of the carbon cycle which are insufficiently resolved (e.g. the
up welling from the deep sea in equatorial waters, a major source in natural cycle).
Another aspect that seems to be neglected to date is that ice core data may indicate a
too low CO2 value because of the presence of CO2 fixing bacteria (see Table 1 in
Christner et al.).
It should be noted that the fundamentals of my assessment of the quality of the old
measurements has not been challenged by RFK or by Meijer. It concerns the assessment
of the quality of the chemical analysis; e.g. the questionable use of H2SO4 as a drying
agent which also absorbs CO2. This was also not recognized by C. D. Keeling and only
too low readings using H2SO4 were reported and subsequently made to fit ice core
records.
RESPONSE TO H MEIJER
Some doubt arises whether Meijer has grasped the essentials of my paper because he
says much about the carbon cycle but that is not the subject of my paper.
Meijer states:
“Beck has re-interpreted various 19th and early 20th century chemical
measurements.”
I did not re-interpret. My paper evaluates for the first time, not “various”, but
virtually all of >90,000 historic chemical measurements of atmospheric CO2
conducted between 1812 and 1961.
Meijer states:
“At an elevation of only 2 meters, one will never observe background
concentration, but at higher elevations (say >40 meters) one can get close.”
It has recently be shown that the alleged impossibility of correctly measuring global
CO2 levels in non-ideally situated land locations can be solved by combining CO2 and
wind speed measurements (F. Massen, 2007).
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Improper, arbitrary selection of correct CO2 data is discussed in detail in my paper.
Meijer states:
“The difference in atmospheric behaviour in summer and winter ... Apparently,
however, it is totally unknown to the author and his supporting group.”
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Figure 1 of my paper (page 260) presents the seasonal and diurnal CO2 variations.
It seems this was missed by Meijer. I discussed these fluctuations in detail in my paper
that presents historic examples with clear and large seasonal cycles (Figures 5, 7 and 9)
and with a diurnal cycle (Figure 8). These were a selection from many examples that
could not be presented because of lack of space. In contrast to publications by C.
Keeling, most of the 156 measuring series selected in my paper display these cycles
(which is additional proof of their reliability).
Additionally, I reviewed several modern measurements (e.g., ref. 82, 83, 92, 94).
This CO2 concentration peak from approximately 1920 to 1942 is registered in
many locations and 41 measurement series. The same steep increase, followed by a
decrease of similar rate, appears in Figure 14 for temperature, both for the 1940s and
for a period around 1825.
My E&E paper is an excerpt from my 113 page monograph (Beck, 2006/2007). In
this monograph I compared the chemical measurements of atmospheric CO2,
represented by the Steinhauser series for 1957/58 in Vienna (Austria), with the IR
measurements at Mauna Loa. The average for chemical data for Vienna was 320
ppmv by chemical methods, and this is similar to the 318 ppmv obtained from Mauna
Loa. This proves the validity of both types of measurement within the documented
error range.
The chemical methods were accurate within (3% considering mutual calibration.
There are neither signs nor reasons that the experts rejected these data or shaped these
data in accordance with any acceptance standards. The sampling conditions during the
CO2 peaks observed around 1857 and 1942 may be considered to represent real
atmospheric composition. This CO2 variation correlates with the temperature peaks in
this period, found recently by Antarctic ice core proxy study representative for the
southern hemisphere (Schneider et al., 2006).
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“In summary, the paper lacks the very basic knowledge necessary to treat
atmospheric CO2 concentration measurements properly. The author even
accuses the pioneers Callendar and Keeling of selective data use, errors or
even something close to data manipulation, but contrary to the author,
Callendar and Keeling took the above into account.”
My paper documents that G. Callendar and CDK selectively picked out unwanted
data to make them fit their preconceived low pre-industrial CO2 level. CDK did not
describe severe chemical flaws in the methods used by Reiset and Muentz, which
produced erroneously low readings. These readings were the only historic
measurements series that CDK investigated in more depth (out of approx. than 380
available), and used in his publications. I discussed this in pages 264 and 265 of my
E & E paper.
Lastly RFK writes:
“The Beck article provides an interesting test case for E&E’s recently advertised
willingness to serve as a forum for “skeptical analyses of global warming” (E&E
mission statement, Dec. 2006). The result was the publication of a paper with
serious conceptual oversights that would have been spotted by any reasonably
qualified reviewer. Is it really the intent of E&E to provide a forum for laundering
pseudo-science? I suggest that some clarification or review of the practice is
appropriate.”
Meijer writes:
“This paper, with it principal shortcomings that any knowledgeable reviewer
would have noticed, has apparently passed the journal’s peer review process,
which must worry the journal.”
The use of the term ‘pseudo science’ is not appreciated. It is defined in the philosophy
of science as a movement that does not accept unexpected empirical data if these do not
sustain a particular doctrine (in this case e.g. the concept of the background). Science
welcomes unexpected observations, as a challenge to reconsider the doctrine.
With respect to the validation of the peer review system, a similar objection can be
raised. Referees are expected not to censor papers which do not comply with a ‘doctrine’.
In these respects these discussion with Keeling and Meijer has a wider bearing than
the question whether the old data have any significance or not.
Peer review process of E&E was detailed and helpful. I am much indebted to the
Editor for meticulous work and also to the persons who reviewed this reply.
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